
 

 

September 11, 2021: 
 

As we pause today to remember those who lost their lives on September 11, 20 years ago today, we 

stand united with those who declare: ‘WE WILL NEVER FORGET!”   

Here at Golftraxx, we have another “NEVER FORGET’ to share with the world which we believe is 

properly memorialized on this same day and ask readers to do the same.  On 9-11, 2021, NEVER 

forget 1.1.1.1! 

As some of you know, eight months ago I declared by independence from trackers like those embedded 

by Google and heavily used by both Google and Facebook to generate HUGE amounts of income by 

tracking online behavior of billions of users. 

 

 

Less than one hour after posting on LinkedIn, and after well over a hundred views had already 



occurred, and no doubt under substantial pressure from Google, LinkedIn removed my post, but I 

posted it again and again demanding that I have a right to express my view and finally LinkedIn 

agreed.  Google is like the whale in Vegas… Google gets what it wants from everyone it wants 

wherever it wants. 

In recent months, Google has retracted it’s previous misstatements that it did not use the trackers in any 

way to track specific users or generate revenue by selling user’s information, and instead quite recently 

admitted not only that the trackers exist and that Google does indeed use those trackers but that 

those trackers would remain in place for at minimum the next TWO YEARS! 

https://www.wsj.com/articles/google-delays-cookie-removal-to-late-2023-11624542064  

We APPLAUD every reader who has taken the recommended steps to block Google from tracking you 

across every device.  1.1.1.l is becoming the worldwide standard, much to the chagrin of Google and 

the large ISP’s like COMCAST who receive tons of revenue from gathering, aggregating, and selling 

your information.  After implementing 1.1.1.1, every reader should also follow the guidelines shown in 

the attached CNET article as previously reported to stop their sneaky tracking.  

https://www.cnet.com/tech/services-and-software/change-these-browser-settings-asap-to-protect-your-

privacy-in-chrome-firefox-and-more/    

We ENCOURAGE every reader who has not taken these steps to do so today!  We encourage everyone 

who has to tell a friend today! 

We reported that last month that Google launched a major attack against our small business website.   

In a single day, Google DID IN FACT remove close to half a million pages from its search results 

that Google had previously indexed and included in its search results for our website, leaving just 12 

relevant links to the golftraxx.com website.   

On August 14, 2021, Google Search results for golftraxx.com showed this: 

 

https://www.wsj.com/articles/google-delays-cookie-removal-to-late-2023-11624542064
https://www.cnet.com/tech/services-and-software/change-these-browser-settings-asap-to-protect-your-privacy-in-chrome-firefox-and-more/
https://www.cnet.com/tech/services-and-software/change-these-browser-settings-asap-to-protect-your-privacy-in-chrome-firefox-and-more/


On August 16, 2021, Google reported it had 112,000 for golftraxx.com but screenshots proved that was 

patently false,  since only two pages of actual links were returned and half of those links in Google 

Search results were to non-golftraxx sites.  

 

Is anyone else concerned yet?  What if corporate tyrants did this to YOUR website? 

Google limits site map submissions to 50,000 URLS per submitted site map.  We have submitted close 

to 60 site maps to Google nearly a year ago.  Google acknowledged its receipt and its indexing of each 

of those individual site maps several months ago.  It took Google close to 5 months to finally admit that 

it had received and indexed each those site maps for golftraxx.com that were all in fact received by 

Google while bing on the exact same day after its receipt bing acknowledged its receipt and bing  

reported indexing on the same day bing received!   

We did not ask Google to remove any one of the site maps removed by Google nor did we request that 

any URL from all the sitemaps submitted be removed from Google’s index EVER. 

What we learned is a single unauthorized and incomplete version of one sitemap which contains the 

names of our sitemaps was submitted which did not contain all of the near-60 names of the site maps.   

Google used the “opportunity” of receipt of a single incomplete site map,  without providing any notice 

or attempt at confirmation that it is our wish for it to remove a million submitted Google Search links 

for our site, to IMMEDIATELY and AGGRESSIVELY remove EVERY link in EACH AND EVERY 

sitemap not specifically identified in the one incomplete submitted sitemap during the next 48 hours.  

The incomplete sitemap submitted was missing the names of at least 37 separate sitemaps that Google 

did in fact receive several months earlier and did in fact index.   Those 37 sitemaps contain at least a 

million URLS for the golftraxx.com website.  Google still had each and every one of those 37 

COMPLETE and indexed site maps.   As it relates to the missing sitemap names in the one 

incomplete sitemap, Google received no request that any one of those sitemaps be removed.   

We consider the latest actions by Google during August as acts of aggression and in 

retaliation for us identifying Google’s misuse and misreporting of how it used these 

undeclared trackers and our advice to EVERYONE to rid themselves of those 

trackers and rid themselves of Google DNS or ISP DNS servers, and use 1.1.1.1 

instead.  We ask ANYONE who has not heeded our advice about 1.1.1.1 to do so 

NOW! 

The actions taken by Google do NOT reflect business as usual at Google.  Google has indexed 

hundreds of trillions of links, a substantial number of the links have been submitted by major 

corporations and Google does NOT as a matter of course IMMEDIATELY remove all submitted links 

when a single incomplete site map is submitted.  As a matter of course during business, incomplete 

sitemaps can occur during their production if a process halts mid-execution.  I ask corporate leaders to 

consider what would be your response to Google if Google maliciously and without warning removed 

from Google Search Results 75% of your site maps to force your website into obscurity after all your 

investment into achieving visibility.    



Moreover, after we resubmitted the one sitemap which was discovered to be incomplete, and 

resubmitted all sitemaps again (even though of course, Google had all of them all along), Google has 

subsequently chosen to not reindex any of the over one million links it removed and instead ignores all 

those, moving the total count of ignored and excluded pages by Google from the golftraxx website to 

close to 1.5 million pages of the two million intended for site visitors.  

 

There are still apparently pages Google has never included, despite receiving site maps, as today’s total 

shows Google’s of  308,000 out of its own report admitting that 1.6 million pages were submitted.   

300,000 is better than 12, although we are unable to substantiate Google’s claim of 300,000 because 

of search results as shown later in this report.   

What Google did to golftraxx.com in terms of page indexing in Google Search results during the month 

of August, 2021 is deplorable. 

we ask business leaders join us in calling out Google for acts of aggression and 

deception of the public.   

We also reported last week that our site had been repeatedly attacked during August, 2021 with over 55 

million Denial-of-Service requests, documented by Cloudflare.  Approximately 37 million of those 

attack requests are now “claimed” to have been blocked by Cloudflare during August, but regardless of 

whether 24.2 million or 37 million were blocked, the point is that our website did in fact suffer 

substantial harm from attacks and substantial down time due to these repeated attacks.  On the day we 

first reported the attacks experienced in August (which was in September) , Cloudflare reported 24.2 

million had been blocked.  Hmmm… 



 

 

 

In conjunction the site downtime caused by these repeated acts of aggression where the corporations’ 

own IP’s, with 100% certainty, have been discovered to participate, three additional issues must be 

reported as they arise directly out of these same facts.  The golftraxx.com website pages are tracked by 



Google Analytics.   On July 1, 2021, Google Analytics reported that our website had 50,000 page views 

and that by August 1, that number had increased slightly to around 60,000.  But please ALSO note, it 

shows that the number of page views had reduced by close to 60% by September 1, of that original 

50,000 reported for July 1, 2021 to an estimated 24,000 on September 1.   

 

The reduction of page requests shown in Google Analytics corresponds with Google’s draconian 

actions of removing all the Google Search Result links to the golftraxx.com site. 

However, what’s QUITE strange and unexpected is that Google, which also bills me for my websites 

use of its API’s each month, illegally billed me for August, 2021 usage on August 28, 2021 for an 

amount that exceeded normal range by 700%.  It cannot be that site volume driven down by massive 

attacks which Google chooses not to report, can be used to generate revenue for Google.   

 

Google has been challenged to explain how site traffic went down by over 60% month to month yet its 

billings increased by several hundred percent over typical billed amount. Of course, this has been 

reported to regulators as well and to credit card company as not as expected or agreed.  

Additionally, Facebook, whose integration we leverage for integrating our website stats tracking pages 

with our site, placed our Facebook application on restriction last month and blocked anyone from 

logging it.  Facebook’s reason reported was “performance issues while users were logging in.”  We 

requested that Facebook restore our application three weeks ago on August 20, 2021 but Facebook 

chose not to do anything.  



 

The login page was requested 56,000 times recently.  We have AGAIN requested Facebook to restore 

the  application access again a week ago and explained with screenshots the attacks that occurred, but 

Facebook repeatedly declined to do anything about our request beyond acknowledging they 

received it.   

 

We reported to regulators that Facebook was not responding for our requests to restore the application 

two days ago, and within a day, Facebook said they would respond within one day.   

Facebook has not responded even after it stated that it would respond within one business day. 

Google continues to illegally and unethically report on golftraxx.com search results it has in its index: 

 



 

GolfTraxx.com features 40,000 courses in its database from 105 countries.  Roughly 30,000 of these 

courses contain course-specific information such as the course scorecard, a course map, hole-by hole 

maps, video flyovers of the course and its holes, lists of nearby courses, and ability to use the site as a 

rangefinder and scorekeeping tool on each of its courses.  To provide all the information about all these 

courses, the golftraxx.com team have created close to 2,000,000 pages intended for site visitors!   

Google Search Console provides the ability to advise Google of all the pages for a website through 

sitemaps, which golftraxx.com has done repeatedly in Google’s requested sitemap.xml format.  Google 

places a strict limit of 50,000 URL’s per sitemap so we have been required to submit many sitemaps 

then often wait multiple months for Google to get around to indexing them.  This type of delay is not 

Google’s stated policy and would put many businesses out of business who are creating and updating 

content for their site.  Submission dates represented by Google are all incorrect and they were actually 

submitted much earlier.   In the screenshot shown below over 1.4 million links to the golftraxx.com 

website are shown to have been indexed by Google PRIOR to GOOGLE’S DRACONIAN 

REMOVAL.   

 

https://golftraxx.com/


 

After our website creator faced major health issues in 2018, he made his website a top priority as he 

was unable to continue his previous work, and for its creator, the website “was like an unfinished 

symphony.”  GolfTraxx engages assistance of contractors (and sometimes site visitors) to update golf 

course information.  The website does not even generate income yet created the website and software in 

2006 that ran on early devices such as TREO, Pocket PC, and Garmin Ique and accurately provided 

distances to the hole the device’s user was playing.  Thousands of the initial courses were contributed 

by users of his application. 

The second page of Google Search for golftraxx.com results now showed like that shown below 

recently: 

 



 

 

Note that each link in the Google search results shown from the second page of Google Search results 

for golftraxx.com is not to a golftraxx.com website page!    

In the bottom of the 2nd page, Google advises that it has omitted very similar entries, as if to suggest 

those were duplicates. 

In clicking on the link shown at the bottom of the second page of results,  Google re-runs the search 

and a few hundred more results were displayed.  Especially noteworthy was the fact that none of those 

additional golftraxx.com pages displayed in the additional Google results originally omitted by Google 

were in fact duplicates of the original twelve golftraxx.com pages shown in the Google Search results 

for golftraxx.com.  On the 30th page of results we observed this: 



 

 

Therefore, of 1.4 million pages Google admits to have indexing on the golftraxx.com website, it now 

includes links to less than 300. and some of those Google-created links are to websites having nothing 

to do with golftraxx.com and some of those Google-created search results contain bad links.   

However, to prevent duplicate pages, Google requires a unique canonical URL on each and every one 

of his two million pages and that Google won’t index those that don’t have it.  Golftraxx.com attaches 

metadata tags and JSON attributes (per Google’s specifications) to each and every one of his pages to 

uniquely identify the course, the city, state, and zipcode it resides in, as well other course-specific 

information.  Given these unique identifiers that attach to each and every one of his pages, according to 

Debenedetti, it is impossible for Google to have reached the conclusion that the pages were duplicates 

worthy of exclusion from its results.   

Google Search Console provides a summary of the pages that have indeed been indexed by Google and 

their status as to indexing and inclusion in its search results.  During August, a huge jump in Google-

excluded pages occurred on pages that Google had previously included in its results, leaving just 

308,000 valid pages, according to Google’s Search Console.  We are at a complete loss to reconcile 

Google Search Console report of 308,000 valid indexed pages with the Google search results returned 

of 12 links. 



 

We observed that within a few of the Google-created links to the Golftraxx.com website, that the 

webpage link created by Google itself had been manipulated to include a space in the middle of the 

link, which as we all know can result in page incorrectly loading. 

Shortly after work began to renovate the website back in 2019, attacks on his site began occurring.  The 

attacks included deletion of data in thousands of courses, changing of data in thousands of courses, and 

continued in waves between 2019-present.  These attacks left clues as to the perpetrators so beginning 

in 2019 we began notifying federal and state regulators of the attacks.    

We reported at least one hundred attacks on his website to state and federal regulators since 2019 where 

Google was implicated in the clues left at the scene of the crime.  We have received multiple calls from 

regulator offices advising him that they have received the information he has provided and are 

reviewing it and to not hesitate to provide further information.  



Google is not the only major corporation to have been implicated. Multiple complaints have also been 

filed with the FCC against COMCAST, as well as complaints against Microsoft, and Amazon (and 

most recently Facebook) with the FTC and other state and federal regulators.  The subsidiaries of 

COMCAST are in the golf business heavily.  Google has made a massive investment into golf 

marketing in its own search results for its own links.  Facebook has made a massive investment in golf 

marketing by creation of its own network of golf courses pages (while it repeatedly denied one to 

golftraxx.com for years!) 

If Google suddenly lost overnight (without explanation) virtually  all of the links it had created and 

published over the years of its existence, such that none of its content could be found by searching, in 

its early days, Google would have perished.  Why should Google have the right to capriciously do that 

to any other business who has toiled to create content and publish that content? 

In reviewing other news, press, and documentation on the website, it becomes clear that the vision of 

for Golftraxx.com is no ordinary vision.  Golfatraxx.com does dream the impossible dream for the 

adaptation of technology in his website and for the growth of the website to every corner of the globe. 

The collecting and organizing the incredible amount of data is no small undertaking at GolfTraxx.  Just 

consider what adding even a single attribute for each hole means for a database of 40,000 courses.  

Hole flyovers for all 40,000 courses alone represents close to three quarters of a million links....NEW 

data elements to be captured organized, and added to the site.   

The attacks by Google corporation and other powerful tech corporations against the golftraxx founder 

and golftraxx.com website raise serious questions as to the proper levels of regulatory authority,  not to 

mention about the inhumanity of executives within these powerful tech corporations who would place 

their egos and greed above social conscience to order such attacks against a person known to have been 

disabled by cancer.   

In the view of this author, neither regulators nor law enforcement, nor the agencies set up for the 

protection of human rights should tolerate these types of corporate abuses, and Google itself (as well as 

the other corporations implicated in these attacks- Microsoft, COMCAST, and Amazon)) should police 

their own operations sufficiently to preclude these types of malicious abuses and attacks.    

When the corporations themselves fail to comply with the laws established to maintain balance in 

society, we must ask our leaders to step in where appropriate to ensure that the rights of the individual 

are preserved against massive tech corporations who grants of immunity for their actions regardless of 

the illegality have clearly clouded their judgement. 

https://static.golftraxx.com/images/letter_to_the_president.pdf  

Our strong belief at golftraxx.com as innovators is that history will remember this time in our history 

where bad actors at Google, co-enabled by illegal acts by Microsoft, COMCAST, Amazon, Facebook 

were enabled to crush any website, idea, or product that does not conform to its revenue targets, as an 

extremely dark period or even a period of extremism in our history where tech giants act as “thugs,” 

while operating under government-issued grants of immunity were not prosecuted for blocking ideas 

and destroy any products or sabotaging websites that challenge their monopolistic aspirations and 

were allowed to openly take oppressive actions to block those products and ideas from ever reaching 

the public eye or ever being discovered.   

 

Hitler and the Third Reich destroyed any “propaganda” that dared challenge its authority.  During the 

Reformation period, the Church burned any blasphemous materials going against the word of God.  

History has shown that such reigns of terror shall not be tolerated.   

https://static.golftraxx.com/images/letter_to_the_president.pdf


Google and its allies “starve off” any website by hiding it from public eye, by deleting it from its 

Search Results used worldwide, and decapitate such targeted sites by destroying and defacing the 

content on the website, even when doing so violates all applicable federal and state laws, as well as 

their operational standards, and results in killing the websites it targets. 

We sincerely request every reader to do all in their power to NOT TOLERATE abuses 

demonstrated by these corporations.  Our future depends on it! 

 

Contact: 

Frank DeBenedetti 

877-354-4653 

916-806-4036 cell 

frank@golftraxx.com 

frank_debenedetti@yahoo.com 
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